ABOUT THE BRAND:
Yumi™ Lashes is a European brand of keratin lash enhancement treatment, offered as a stunning alternative to lash extensions. Founded in 2008 by Sandra Viglino, a dermapigmentologist and highly regarded specialist in her field, and now produced by Griffe D'Or in France.

ABOUT THE YUMI EYELASH LIFTING TREATMENT:
You will relax lying down on the esthetics bed in a private relaxing room and are welcome to sleep in silence during the 5 step treatment. Depending on the length and density of your natural lashes, the procedure will take between 60 to 90 minutes to complete. As you relax with your eyes closed, your lower lashes will be protected using an anti-aging treatment gel pad while the keratin lifting treatment is applied, along with a lash boosting tint. In between each step your eyes will be cleaned, and finally prepped for the next 24 hours with a keratin treatment mascara. Loved by models and celebrities; already popular overseas, and preps models for mascara commercials to give them the best results for photos

FAQ's

How long does the treatment take? About an hour to an hour and a half, depending on the density and thickness of your lashes.

What do I need to do to prep for my treatment? Simply arrive eye-makeup and lash-extension free! Seriously, think squeaky clean lashes...If you wear 'tube forming' or waterproof mascara, or wore false lashes the day before, pay extra attention to remove all product and glue! Face and brow makeup is totally fine! Arriving with eye makeup on will eat into your treatment time and will likely affect lift results which will not be corrected without an additional full charge appointment, as well as cause sensitivities due to the micro-abrasions caused from rubbing your eye area excessively before the appointment.

What if I wear contact lenses? If you wear contact lenses, please refrain from wearing them to your appointment as we will need to remove them for this procedure.

How long do I need to wait following the treatment to resume normal activities that may affect the lift? For 24 hours following the treatment we ask that you avoid wearing any eye makeup, and avoid water from touching your lashes (swimming, saunas, steam rooms and rigorous workouts; washing your face in a direct stream of water) while your lashes continue to set.

Can I still use Latisse or other growth serums after? Yes! You can resume using all your normal products and cosmetics after the 24 hours is up.

Is there any maintenance, fills or removal involved after the treatment? None just enjoy your beautiful lashes and re-book in 8-12 weeks to recreate the original results!
**After Care Instructions:** For the first 24 hours: Do not wet or rub your eyelashes; Do not apply cream around eyes; Do not apply mascara; Do not get your lashes wet; Use Yumi Lashes Nourishing Mascara every day; Comb your eyelashes upwards every day.

**Is there any damage to my natural lashes?** No. The treatment effects last as long as your natural eyelash cycle. As your eyelashes naturally shed, they will grow back in their natural state.

**Is the procedure painful?** No. It is extremely gentle and relaxing. Most of my clients fall asleep during the process.

**What are the possible side effects? Is the procedure safe?** Your lashes will be lifted onto a specially shaped lifting pad, tailored to your eye shape and size, prior to application to avoid products touching your skin and getting in the eye. Since the treatment products never touch the skin during the process any possible irritation is minimized. Mild redness around the eye may occur due to the product removal process (wiping eyes with gentle, lint-free wipes), but should disappear within a few minutes after the treatment.

**Each treatment is individually packaged to ensure minimal use of preservatives and maximum hygienic control.**

As with any cosmetic, in absolute rare cases, allergic reactions can develop. Let us know if you are prone to allergic reactions to makeup and skincare products around your eyes or skin before you book your appointment and we can do a patch test for you.

**Isn’t this just a lash perm?** No because there are no harsh chemicals used in Yumi Eyelift service like in a traditional lash perms. Yumi Lashes uses a Keratin protein which helps to protect and nourish your lashes during the treatment. The treatment is specially formulated as well as individually packaged for your eye safety and your lashes are lifted straight up not curled up which gives them the ultimate fullness and length appearance.

**How do I extend the length of my Yumi Eyelash Lift?** Your lashes will gradually fall out and be replaced every 30 to 90 days. We recommend using the Keratin Protein Mascara by Yumi which will strengthen and nourish your lashes in between your lash lift and colour treatments. This Keratin Protein mascara penetrates into your lashes to help recover the lash structure and to keep your lashes from drying out and becoming fragile. It also helps to keep the curl in your lashes so you can get the best results from your Yumi Lash Lift Treatment.

**Can I wear mascara on my lashes?** Yes, you can but only after you have completed the 24 hour setting time after your lash treatment. You can also put your regular mascara overtop of the Keratin Protein Mascara to add extra volume and length.

Please contact Michell from Balance Esthetics & Spa for more information.

**Phone:** 250-714-3909

**Email:** info@balancespa.ca

**Facebook Page:** www.facebook.com/BalanceSpa